COVID-19 QUICK DEPLOYMENT BUNDLE

Arial® Wi-Fi for Pop-Up Hospitals and Temporary Care Areas

Challenges
Due to the recent COVID-19 pandemic, government agencies and hospital systems are establishing temporary care facilities to house the overflow of patients. These temporary field hospitals are being setup in places not designed as acute care facilities. The rapid establishment and the temporary nature of these facilities do not allow for professionally installed or wired infrastructure to support traditional hospital nurse call systems.

In addition, many hospitals are having to set up patient beds in non-traditional areas within existing hospitals, like hallways, to extend patient care areas to deal with the influx of sick patients. These facilities also need a solution for patients in the temporary care areas to call for assistance.

Solution
STANLEY Healthcare’s Arial Wi-Fi Emergency Call System is a centralized event management, notification, reporting and analytics platform to ensure patient safety and security. In order to meet the needs of the crisis, the Arial Wi-Fi system is packaged and pre-programmed to be quickly self-installed by the customer and enable full wireless emergency call functionality for temporary hospital and patient care areas that have sufficient Wi-Fi infrastructure to support the system. Packages include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arial Wi-Fi Core System</th>
<th>Arial Wi-Fi Pendant Kit</th>
<th>Arial Wi-Fi Call Station Kit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer, Software and Arial Mobile App License, AeroScout® Location Engine (ALE), Hardware Manager, TED and accessories</td>
<td>20 pendants with belt clips and accessories</td>
<td>20 Wireless Call Stations and push button cords</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COVID-19 RESPONSE LIMITED-TIME OFFER*
To support the need to set up temporary hospitals and patient care areas due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we have developed a special limited-time package that enables facilities to quickly self-deploy the Arial Wi-Fi Emergency Call System. This bundle includes components to supports 20 Wi-Fi Pendants or 20 Wi-Fi Call Stations. Additional pendants and call stations bundles can be added to scale the system to meet facilities’ needs.
How It Works

The Arial Wi-Fi platform provides end-to-end capabilities to meet facilities’ needs. Patients can call for nurse assistance at the bedside using either pendants or call stations. When help is needed, alarms are sent directly to caregivers via the Arial dashboard at the workstation and Arial Mobile App on staff members’ phones (iOS or Android) with alarm information to help caregivers respond quickly. Caregivers can reset the alarm from the pendant or call station where it originated. The interactive Arial workstation shows at a glance a list of active alarms. Arial’s reporting tool lets staff see specific events or a patient’s call history. Reports show call volumes, response times and more.

Deployment

In order to meet the needs of this crisis, we have designed a simplified and remote implementation process that enables healthcare facilities to be fully operational on an accelerated schedule. The Arial Wi-Fi Emergency Call Solution is packaged and pre-programmed to arrive on site ready for a simple, quick self-installation and setup, supported remotely by STANLEY Healthcare’s Professional Services team.

CONTACT US

Contact your STANLEY Healthcare Client Executive with any questions or call for General Inquiries:

+1-888-622-6992
INTERNATIONAL: +44 (0)1753 500608

*DISCLAIMER

All product and pricing offerings are subject to a mutually-agreed quote and acceptance by STANLEY Healthcare of customer’s purchase order. STANLEY Healthcare reserves the right to set criteria for this promotion based on factors including, but not limited to, contractual terms and product availability. The offer period begins on April 1, 2020 and expires on June 30, 2020. Customer must submit a purchase order to STANLEY Healthcare no later than June 30, 2020. This offer may not be applied retroactively for orders placed prior to April 1, 2020. STANLEY Healthcare reserves the right to modify or cancel this offer at any time without notice. Offer valid for customers only in the United States, Canada and other selected geographies.

About STANLEY Healthcare

Over 15,000 hospitals and senior living communities rely on STANLEY Healthcare solutions to empower caregivers to deliver better care. STANLEY Healthcare is a part of Stanley Black & Decker and a proud supporter of the Alzheimer’s Association®. Learn more at stanleyhealthcare.com.